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Médecins Sans Frontières feedback on the European Commission’s roadmap for an 
Intellectual Property Action Plan 

The European Commission (EC) roadmap for an intellectual property (IP) action plan lays out 
the need for a well-calibrated and balanced IP policy, yet it fails to recognise that granting more 
exclusive rights does not necessarily lead to more innovationi but unambiguously discourages 
it.ii  
 
MSF has witnessed first-hand how monopolies granted to pharmaceutical corporations result 
in high prices negatively impacting patient access in different countries.iii  
 
Patents can be a barrier for the development of new medical toolsiv showcased by IP disputes 
against Modernav and Inoviovi stalling the development of much-needed COVID-19 vaccine 
candidates. Overly general language concerning the scope of the inventions in patent claims 
obstructs research efforts for medical tools.vii The European Patent Office (EPO) has granted 
such broad patents despite their unmerited legal and scientific basis.viii 

Prolonged market monopolies on medical tools through patent evergreening undermine the 
fiscal sustainability of national healthcare systems. Unacceptably, the EC has not delivered a 
study on the impact of Supplementary Protection Certificates (SPCs) on access to medicines 

requested by the EC Council. ix  Our analysis shows that SPCs upset the balance between 
commercial and public interests. Pharmaceutical companies do not need SPCs to recoup 
investments on research and development (R&D) as claimed. SPCs consistently prolong 
market exclusivity and delay the availability of affordable generic medicines in Europe, 
potentially causing unnecessary suffering or death for patients. This calls for a more 
fundamental review rather than a consolidation of the SPC system in Europe.x  

Even in case of a health emergency, European Union (EU) law fails to provide safeguards to 
waive data exclusivity and market protections to allow effective use of compulsory licensing. 
xi EU member states also declared themselves not eligible as importers for TRIPS Article 31bis 
hampering effective use of compulsory licensing.xii 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic highlights how IP and other exclusivities are an impediment to 
accessing treatments, diagnostics and vaccines. A growing number of countries, including EU 
member states, are prepared to overcome monopoly control over medical tools to address the 
pandemic, an effort that should be supported by the EC.  
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MSF strongly supports mandatory open sharing of technologies for COVID-19 related 
health technologies, knowledge and data,xiii to boost the R&D of new medical tools, and 
expand and diversify production and supply capacities by enabling multiple manufacturers to 
produce. However, IP is a key challenge to this end. MSF produced a briefing document on 
overcoming IP monopolies to enable the sharing of COVID-19 technologies, knowledge and 
data.xiv  

Stringent IP enforcement measures and insufficient safeguards threaten or delay the availability 
of treatments and vaccines. Recommendations for law and policy reform need to be 
incorporated into the IP action plan to address the pandemic and beyond, such as:  

- introduce a waiver for data exclusivity to ensure effective compulsory licensing in the 
EUxv and encourage the EU member states to restate the eligibility for import under 
Article 31bis of the TRIPS Agreement 

- raise the bar on patent quality at EPO to counter the granting of unmerited patents 
- stop the proliferation of secondary patents and evergreening practices  
- end the imposition of the EU’s Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) system to trading 

partners and developing countries  
- commission an independent study of the impact of the SPC system on access to 

medicines as part of a legislative review of the SPC system 
- map EU IP and legal barriers to the global sharing of COVID-19 technologies, 

knowledge and data; and develop a roadmap to enable a global right to use and produce 
essential COVID-19 technologies 
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